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Mr. John A. Wagner, Interim Director
Department of Community Services and Development
P.O. Box 1947
Sacramento, CA 95812-1947
Dear Mr. Wagner:
Final Report—Pacific Asian Consortium in Employment, Department of Community
Services and Development Grant Audit
The Department of Finance, Office of State Audits and Evaluations, has completed its audit of
the following Pacific Asian Consortium in Employment (PACE) grants:
Grant Agreements
08C-1719 DOE
09C-1819 ARRA DOE
09B-5519 LIHEAP
10B-5619 LIHEAP

Audit Period
July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009
June 30, 2009 through October 31, 2010
January 1, 2009 through September 30, 2010
January 1, 2010 through October 31, 2010

Awarded
$ 279,621
$3,512,859
$5,181,127
$5,629,554

The enclosed report is for your information and use. PACE’s response to the report
observations and our evaluation of the response are incorporated into this final report. This
report will be placed on our website.
We appreciate the assistance and cooperation of PACE. If you have any questions regarding
this report, please contact Kimberly Tarvin, Manager, or Rick Cervantes, Supervisor, at
(916) 322-2985.
Sincerely,

Original signed by Richard Sierra for:
David Botelho, CPA
Chief, Office of State Audits and Evaluations
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BACKGROUND, SCOPE,
AND METHODOLOGY
BACKGROUND
The Department of Community Services and Development (CSD) partners with a network of
private, non-profit, and public local community service providers dedicated to helping lowincome families achieve and maintain self-sufficiency, meet their home energy needs, and
reside in housing free from the dangers of lead hazards. CSD administers California’s federal
funding for the Community Services Block Grant Program (CSBG), Low-Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP), Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), and the LeadBased Paint Hazard Control Program (LEAD). 1
The mission of the Pacific Asian Consortium in Employment (PACE), a non-profit community
development organization, is to create economic solutions to meet the challenges of
employment, education, housing, business development, and the environment in the Pacific
Asian and other diverse communities. PACE’s activities include workforce development,
housing and rehabilitation services, affordable housing development, weatherization and energy
conservation programs, business development, financial education, and early childhood
education. 2
SCOPE
In accordance with an interagency agreement, the Department of Finance, Office of State Audits
and Evaluations, conducted an audit of the PACE’s CSD grants listed below.
Grant Agreements
08C-1719 DOE
09C-1819 ARRA DOE
09B-5519 LIHEAP
10B-5619 LIHEAP

Audit Period
July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009
June 30, 2009 through October 31, 2010
January 1, 2009 through September 30, 2010
January 1, 2010 through October 31, 2010

Awarded
$ 279,621
$3,512,859
$5,181,127
$5,629,554

The audit objective was to determine whether the PACE’s grant revenue and expenditures
claimed were in compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and grant requirements. In order
to design adequate procedures to evaluate fiscal compliance, we obtained an understanding of
the internal controls. We did not assess the efficiency or effectiveness of program operations.
PACE management is responsible for ensuring accurate financial reporting and compliance with
applicable laws, regulations, and grant requirements. CSD is responsible for the state-level
administration of the grant funds, including the efficiency and effectiveness of the program.

1
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Excerpts from www.csd.ca.gov.
Excerpts from www.pacela.org/about-us
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METHODOLOGY
To determine whether grant revenues and expenditures were in compliance with applicable
laws, regulations, and the grant requirements, we performed the following procedures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviewed key personnel to obtain an understanding of the grant-related
internal controls.
Examined the grant files maintained by CSD, the grant agreements, and
applicable policies and procedures.
Reviewed PACE’s accounting records, vendor invoices, and other supporting
documents.
Selected a sample of expenditures to determine if costs were allowable, grantrelated, incurred within the grant period, supported by accounting records or
other documents, and properly recorded.
Performed procedures to determine if other revenue sources were used to
reimburse expenditures already reimbursed with grant funds.
Verified grant revenues were properly recorded and reported.

The results of the audit are based on our review of documentation, other information made
available to us, and interviews with the staff directly responsible for administering grant funds.
The audit was conducted from December 2010 through October 2011.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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RESULTS
Except as noted below, PACE’s expenditures were in compliance with applicable laws,
regulations, and the grant requirements. Additionally, funds were maintained in a separate
account and interest earnings were expended on grant related activities or returned to CSD.
The Schedule of Claimed and Questioned Amounts is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Schedule of Claimed and Questioned Amounts

Grant Agreements
08C-1719 DOE
09C-1819 ARRA DOE
09B-5519 LIHEAP
10B-5619 LIHEAP

Audit Period
July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009
June 30, 2009 through October 31, 2010
January 1, 2009 through September 30, 2010
January 1, 2010 through October 31, 2010

Total

Claimed

Questioned

$ 356,728

$ 4,201

2,337,119

4,094

5,239,847

112,510

1,111,311

52,713

$9,045,005

$173,518

Observation 1: $173,518 in Ineligible Costs Claimed
PACE claimed and was reimbursed for ineligible costs of $173,518 for various grants as
illustrated above. Specifically, PACE claimed the following ineligible grant expenditures:
•

$100,539 was claimed for employee incentive pay to grant agreements 09B-5519
and 10B-5619. Allowable incentive pay must be consistently applied to federal
and non-federal activities. PACE did not provide any information to support that
the incentive pay is consistently applied to the federal and non-federal activities.
As a result, these expenditures were deemed ineligible.

•

$37,786 was claimed for ineligible Other Labor charges to grant agreements
08C-1719, 09B-5519, and 10B-5619. Specifically, PACE claimed $170.72 in
labor costs to schedule each job for installation and/or repair. However,
information provided by PACE to CSD supported an allowable rate of $50 for this
service as of March 15, 2007. Therefore, only $50 per job scheduled for
installation and/or repair is allowable.

•

$11,246 ineligible labor costs were claimed for microwave installations and
refrigerator recycling disposal fees.
o

For the microwave installations, $6,600 in ineligible labor costs were
claimed to grant agreements 09B-5519 and 10B-5619. PACE claimed
1.5 hours per installation. However, the timesheets supported 30 minutes
or less per installation. Therefore, only 30 minutes per installation is
allowable.
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o

For refrigerator recycling disposals, $4,646 in ineligible labor costs were
claimed to grant agreements 08C-1719, 09B-5519, and 10B-5619. PACE
claimed from 1 to 1.5 hours of labor costs for each individual refrigerator
recycled. However, the vendor invoices reviewed reflect nine or ten
refrigerators recycled during each trip to the recycler. The $4,646 in
ineligible refrigerator recycling labor costs were calculated based on
estimating an average of nine refrigerators recycled during each trip and
allowing one labor hour per trip.

•

$10,000 was claimed to grant agreements 09B-5519 and 10B-5619 for ineligible
consultant costs. PACE entered into a $500 per month consulting agreement for
liaison services between the City of Los Angeles Community Development
Department (CDD) and its network of service providers and the LIHEAP service
providers for the Los Angeles City/County, as well as Community Action Boards.
However, PACE was unable to provide any reports or documentation of the
services performed by the consultant. The grant contracts state that allowable
Assurance 16 expenses include only actual costs that are directly attributable to
the performance of the specific grant agreement and are reasonable and
necessary as determined by the State for the purpose of delivering services.

•

$9,159 was claimed for ineligible training costs to grant agreements 08C-1719,
09C-1819, 09B-5519, and 10B-5619. The expenditures included $6,920 for soft
skills training and $1,839 for travel expenses and fees to attend a
Washington D.C. convention. Additionally, $400 was claimed for cancellation
fees. Furthermore, these training expenditures were claimed under a cost
category limited to only weatherization training.

•

$4,788 was claimed for food and drinking water for employees. $3,906 was
claimed for a luncheon to meet a new PACE Director, several on-site nontechnical employee training events, a departmental teambuilding event, and
catering for off-site soft skills training. Additionally, $882 was claimed for drinking
water which is provided for all employees. These ineligible expenditures were
claimed to grant agreements 08C-1719, 09C-1819, 09B-5519, and 10B-5619.

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-122 and the grant agreements define
which expenditures are eligible and ineligible for reimbursement. Pursuant to the contracts and
OMB Circular A-122, the Grantee may claim reimbursements for actual, allowable, and
allocable costs which must be ordinary, necessary, and reasonable for the performance of the
award. Without prudent and fiscally responsible governance, grant funds may be misused and
result in failure to achieve the intended grant objectives.
Recommendations:
A. PACE should return $173,518 in ineligible expenditures claimed to CSD.
Additionally, because the audit results are based on a sample of transactions,
CSD should determine whether additional amounts should be returned related to
the issues identified above. CSD will make the final determination regarding the
disposition of the ineligible costs.
B. Implement a reporting process to reflect the actual time spent for activities
completed in each individual unit/premise as was previously recommended in the
CSD September 2010 Monitoring Report. Additionally, ensure that labor hours
claimed are supported by timesheets and/or daily activity reports.
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C. Implement procedures to ensure only allowable expenditures are claimed in
accordance with requirements of OMB Circular A-122 and the grant agreement.
Observation 2: Improper Cost Allocation
As described below, PACE did not allocate costs in accordance with the requirements of OMB
Circular A-122. As a result, the expenditures claimed may not accurately represent the actual cost
of performing the grant activities.
•

Direct Cost—PACE allocates direct costs based on budgeted personnel costs
instead of the benefits received by each grant. Specifically, at receipt of grant
funding PACE estimates the percentage of time personnel will spend on each grant
to calculate the allocation percentages used to allocate the costs. These
percentages are adjusted to new estimates upon receipt of new grant funding.

•

Indirect Costs—PACE allocates Human Resources Department costs based on
estimated personnel activities.

OMB Circular A-122 states that costs charged to two or more grants should be allocated based on
actual cost incurred (benefits received) or on a reasonable proportion to the benefits received.
OMB Circular A-122 further states that any cost allocable to a particular award or other cost
objective under these principles may not be shifted to other federal awards to overcome funding
deficiencies, or to avoid restrictions imposed by law or by the terms of the award. In addition,
Circular A-122 requires the distribution of salaries and wages be supported by personnel activity
reports which reflect an after-the-fact determination of the actual activity of each employee.
Recommendations:
A. Conduct time studies or develop personnel activity reports which reflect actual
employee time expended per grant by activity to support allocated costs.
B. Develop and implement a cost allocation methodology that meets the
requirements of OMB Circular A-122.
Observation 3: Inadequate Internal Controls Over Mileage Claims
The Mileage & Parking Claim Record forms submitted by intake personnel do not require
employees to record arrival and departure time and time expended for activities completed at each
job site. Pursuant to the contracts and OMB Circular A-122, the Grantee may claim
reimbursements for actual, allowable, and allocable costs which must be ordinary, necessary,
and reasonable for the performance of the award. Without accurate and complete records,
PACE cannot ensure claimed costs are eligible and represent the actual cost of performing the
grant activities. Furthermore, this weakness increases risk for fraud and abuse.
Recommendation:
Revise the Mileage & Parking Claim Record form to include arrival and departure time and time
expended for activities completed at each job site.
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RESPONSE
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Original signed by:

EVALUATION OF RESPONSE
The Department of Finance, Office of State Audits and Evalutions, reviewed the Pacific Asian
Consortium in Employment’s (PACE) response, dated November 28, 2011, to our draft audit
report. The following comments relate to Observations 1 and 2. PACE did not provide a
response to Observation 3. The Attachment to PACE’s response was removed for brevity and
consisted of a monitoring report issued by the Department of Community Services and
Development (CSD) on May 17, 2007.
Observation 1: $173,518 in Ineligible Costs Claimed
•

$100,539 for Employee Incentive Pay
PACE states in its response that they have not received a schedule regarding how
the $100,539 was derived. However, PACE acknowledged $34,124 of incentive
payments under grant agreement 09B-5519. The schedule listing $100,539 in
incentive payments was provided by PACE on May 18, 2011. This information can
be provided to CSD and/or PACE on request.
Additionally, although requested multiple times, PACE did not provide documentation
to demonstrate that the incentive payments were consistently applied to federal and
non-federal activities. Therefore, the observation remains unchanged in the report.

•

$37,786 for Other Labor Charges
The March 15, 2007 activity report provided by PACE to CSD supports a labor rate
of $50 incurred by other personnel associated with the direct facilitation of
subcontracted measures. This rate is distinct from the approved labor rate for
Weatherization and Emergency Heating and Cooling Services (ECHS) crew
members under CSD contracts. The $170.72 rate asserted by PACE pertains to
only Energy Crisis Intervention Program (ECIP) EHCS repair and/or replacement of
furnaces.
If the $170.72 were allowed for the ECIP EHCS repair and/or replacement of
furnaces, questioned costs would decrease by $17,264 to $20,522 for Other Labor
Charges. However, it is unclear whether this rate would be allowable based on the
two documents provided by CSD and PACE. Therefore, we recommend that CSD
make the final determination as to allowability of the claims with the $170.72 rate.
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•

$11,246 in Labor Costs for Microwave Installations and Disposal Fees
PACE states that CSD has incorporated fixed fees for contractors to use for
reimbursement. Actual costs rather than fixed fees apply to these measures, and the
timesheets for microwave installation and invoices for refrigerator disposal do not
support the amount claimed for labor reimbursement. In addition, PACE states the
rate was revised after July 2010 to reflect actual labor time of 30 minutes per
microwave installation. The 30 minute per microwave installation rate was used to
determine the questioned costs. Therefore, the observation remains unchanged in
the report.

•

$10,000 for Consultant Costs
As stated in PACE’s response, the primary function of the consultant was for the
benefit of other agencies. Reports were not provided when requested during our
audit. Therefore, the observation remains unchanged in the report.

•

$9,159 for Training Costs
OMB Circular A-122, Attachment B, section 29, requires the primary purpose of
meetings or conferences be for the dissemination of technical information, and the
contracts state that the Training and Technical Assistance cost category shall include
costs associated with the completion of weatherization-related training. As a result,
the soft skills training was not eligible for reimbursement. Therefore, the observation
remains unchanged in the report.

•

$4,788 for Food and Drinking Water
PACE asserts these costs are for employee morale, health, and welfare. However,
the costs must be recognized as ordinary and necessary to implement the grant.
Based on our review, we concluded that expenditures for food and water are not
necessary for the implementation of the grant. Therefore, the observation remains
unchanged in the report.

Observation 2: Improper Cost Allocation
OMB Circular A-122, Attachment B, section 8.m., states the distribution of salaries and
wages must be supported by personnel activity reports reflecting an after-the-fact
determination of the actual activity of each employee. We requested and did not receive
actual time studies for staff dedicated to CSD weatherization programs and the Human
Resources Department. Therefore, the observation remains unchanged in the report.
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